Lesson 1: Alphabetical Order
Dictionary Word Find Game
Alphabet Nouns Poetry

Lesson 2: Better Nouns
Noun Hunt Activity & Speed Nouns Games
Concrete Nouns Poetry

Lesson 3: Better Verbs
Verb Hunt Activity & Speed Verbs Games
Concrete Verbs Poetry

Lesson 4: Incomplete Proverbs
Simple Sentences Game
Noun Verb Descriptive Poetry

Lesson 5: Contractions
Thesaurus Synonyms Game
Animal Motion Poetry

Lesson 6: Homonyms
Homonym Game
Machine Motion Poetry

Lesson 7: Proper Nouns
Proper and Common Game
Personal Favorites Poetry

Lesson 8: Compound Subjects and Verb (and, or)
Dictionary Spelling Game
Descriptive Location Poetry: Noun / Verb

Lesson 9: Compound Sentences (and, but, so, yet, or)
Sentence Confusion Game (Run-ons)
Descriptive Location Poetry: Noun / Verb

Lesson 10: Adding Adjectives
Thesaurus Synonyms Adjectives Game
Animated Adjective Poetry

Lesson 11: Adjectives with Sense
Adjective Pursuits Game
Animated Food Poetry: 5 Senses
Lesson 12: Adjective Sentences
Thesaurus Password Game
Descriptive Poetry: Adjective / Nouns

Lesson 13: ‘Ly Adverb Sentences
‘Ly Adverb Word Guess Game
Active Poetry: Participle / ‘Ly Adverb

Lesson 14: Snowflake Commands
Simon Says Game
Activity Poetry

Lesson 15: Review Games

Lesson 16: Prepositional Phrases
Prepositional Phrase Guess Game
Simple Prepositional Phrases Poetry

Lesson 17: Building Sentences
Sentence Confusion Game (Phrases)
Expanded Prepositional Phrases Poetry

Lesson 18: Possessives Introduction
What’s Wrong Apostrophe Game
Vivid Expression List Poetry

Lesson 19: Possessive Wild Pets
Sentence Confusion Game (Awkward, Run-on, Incomplete)
Animated Animal Poetry

Lesson 20: Building Descriptive Sentences
Thesaurus Synonym Game Version 2
Alphabet Poetry

Lesson 21: Sentence Decoration Alliteration
Dictionary Multiple Letter Game
Alliteration Poetry

Lesson 22: Sentence Decoration Similes
Picture Similes Guess Game
List Similes Poetry
Lesson 23: Who Which Clauses
Thesaurus ‘Ly Adverb Password Game
Expanded Alliteration Poetry

Lesson 24: Because Clause
Picture Idioms Guess Game
Descriptive Picture Poetry

Lesson 25: Building More Sentences
Sentence Confusion Game (Clauses)
Personal Activity Poetry

Lesson 26: Silly Cause and Effect – If / Then
Description Categories If / Then Game
Anaphora Poetry

Lesson 27: Paragraph Writing – Sentence Starters
Hink Pink Game
Descriptive Activity Poetry

Lesson 28: Paragraph Writing – Comparison
Thesaurus Synonym Game Version 3
Acrostic Phrases Poetry

Lesson 29: Paragraph Writing – Fable
Dictionary Spelling Game
Acrostic Descriptive List Poetry

Lesson 30: Review Games